Conflict Roadmap for Supervisors- Preventing and Managing Conflict

1.

Prepare Yourself and Make a Plan
• Know your resources and know what resources you can offer the employee.
• Reflect- on what is happening, your role, their role, assumptions made.
• Decide what you really need and why you are addressing the issue now.
• Remember that you only have part of the story.
• Ask for help if you need it- get advice, practice the conversation, etc.

2. Make it Safe
• Arrange an appropriate time and place for the discussion. Ensure privacy, allow
enough time.
• Show a willingness to understand their perspective.
• Listen to what they say.
• State your support. “This might be difficult to hear, but I know that you want to
do your best and I want you to be successful.”
3. Address the Issue
• Use facts and actual events, not feelings, speculations or assumptions.
• Use I statements (focuses on impact), rather than you statements (assumes intent).
• Identify specific behavior, its impact and consequences. Instead of “You are
always late and the front desk sits empty.” Try “When the front desk isn’t
covered, visitors don’t know where to go and our service suffers. I need you to be
on time consistently.”
4. Ask and Understand
• Ask for their version of events, get the big picture.
• “What was your intention?”
• “Are there things I am doing that contribute to the problem?”
• “What can I do to support your goals/growth/success?”
5. Propose Clear, Achievable Solutions
• Focus on improvement, not blame.
• Establish clear expectations and be sure they understand them.
• State what you are willing to do.
6. Move Forward
• Clarify what has been discussed and decided.
• Acknowledge that this might only the first step.
• Determine how and when you will follow up.

